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Abstract

The purpose of project is to investigate whether countries in East Asia are acting anomalously
from traditional balancing and bandwagoning assumptions in the face of China’s reemergence
as a significant regional power. In East Asia, hedging takes the form of sending ambiguous
alignment signals toward the United States in return for more autonomy by states that have no
official alliance with Beijing. Incorporating Lim and Cooper’s (2015) redefinition of hedging, this
study focuses on the conditions under which China’s neighbors adopt hedging behaviors. This
paper aims to show that coercive capability indicators, including national capability and a U.S.
military presence, are major factors in decisions by countries in East Asia to adopt hedging
strategies. The findings suggest that when countries in this region seek to maximize economic
benefits with Beijing, they also decrease certain security assurances from Washington as a
hedge against Beijing’s influence over their national affairs.
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January 1987

Prof. Dr. Ching-Lai Hwang · Dr. Ming-Jeng Lin

Game theory is a mathematical technique for the analysis of conflict of interest situations. It was introduced by E. Borel in 1921. The theory was
generally established by J. von Neumann in 1928, and brought to wide notice in 1944 by J. von Neumann and O. Morgenstern in their book, [V9],
Theory of Games and Economic Behavior. A conflict is comprised of participants who freely select various ... [Show full abstract]
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January 2017
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This book investigates whether a power shift has taken place in the Asia-Pacific region since the end of the Cold War. By systematically examining
the development of power dynamics in Asia-Pacific, it challenges the notion that a wealthier and militarily more powerful China is automatically
turning the regional tides in its favour. With a special emphasis on Sino-US competition, the book explores ... [Show full abstract]
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January 2016

Marcin Adamczyk

The countries of the Asia-Pacific region take a rather ambiguous stance towards the People’s Republic of China and while being open for an
extensive economic cooperation, simultaneously express an increasing concern about Chinese political and military expansion. The decision-
makers in Washington, for obvious reasons, are carefully scrutinizing Beijing’s actions. The Pacific has always been ... [Show full abstract]
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The original Olson and Zeckhauser model of alliance burden‐sharing was based on the following four assumptions: (1) alliance defence is a pure
public good; (2) allied nations make their security contribution decisions without consulting the other allies; (3) alliances produce only a single public
good; and (4) alliance defence is produced with equal degrees of efficiency in all alliance nations. ... [Show full abstract]
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Assessing the impact of the US rebalance on Europe’s interest in East Asia poses several challenges. On the one hand, the US rebalance is at the
time of writing this chapter still on its way to prove that it is sustainable and substantial. On the other hand, with Europe’s interest having been
predominately in the economic realm while the US rebalance includes also a military dimension, both sides ... [Show full abstract]
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